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loads of pre-written workflowsaddictive trigger comes with hundreds of pre-written workflows that allow
you to start right away with drum replacement. load a workflow and instantly access drum replacement

that will give your performance a professional finish and an overall sense of presence. there are also over
100 ready-to-play kits for every drum type and every genre. all of these kits are flexible enough to fit any

style of music. addictive trigger is an intelligent plugin that replaces drum sounds and uses new smart
technologies (audio fingerprint and superstart ) to make the process simple and invisible. these new

technologies, combined with the best sounds and features from addictive drums 2, represent the fastest,
most accurate and fun way to take your live drums to a whole new level. just run addictive trigger and
you are ready for action. accurate detection and outstanding sounds in one plugin. in addition to the
intelligent detection and workflow features, addictive trigger ships with tons of fantastic and easily-

tweakable presets that are selected from our award-winning addictive drums library and tailored
specifically for drum replacement. these sounds are recorded at world-class, impossible-to- book studios

like fairfax recording (formerly known as sound city) and united recording (formerly ocean way
hollywood) and utilize some of the finest gear and most experienced ears in the business. a complete

triggering solution. at sweetwater, we know that accurate hit detection is critical when using drum
replacement plug-ins. sadly, many triggering technologies require much manual tweaking to be spot-on.
xln audio has a better approach: addictive trigger uses a completely new method of drum hit detection
called audio fingerprint, which employs fft analysis to accurately identify drum sounds - even if there's
mic bleed or background noise on the track. dread the prospect of endless tweaking superstart settings

auto-adjustment saves you hours of tedious work. fast and accurate, xln audio addictive trigger will
change the way you work with percussion.
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creating truly unique drum replacement sounds in a short amount of time can be a daunting task.
xln audio addictive trigger provides an instrument that is tailored to your needs - the very same way
the best drummers are. it's been designed for maximum flexibility, so you can create anything from

the most bizarre urban-style hats to the most complex hard-rock fills. addictive drums is a drum
replacement library that features unique drum sounds, custom hits, and a wide array of different

kits. addictive drums is an essential addition to any serious drum replacement collection. addictive
drums will change the way you work with percussion. xln audio addictive trigger provides an

instrument that is tailored to your needs - the very same way the best drummers are. it's been
designed for maximum flexibility, so you can create anything from the most bizarre urban-style hats

to the most complex hard-rock fills. addictive drums is a drum replacement library that features
unique drum sounds, custom hits, and a wide array of different kits. addictive drums is an essential

addition to any serious drum replacement collection. addictive trigger crack during the research
phase of users around the world reported that accurate hit detection is absolutely critical when using
drum replacement plugins. unfortunately, existing triggering technologies tend to have shortcomings
that require lots of manual tweaking and correction. we endeavor to make products that are better

than what is currently available, and we ended up creating an entirely new method for drum hit
detection called audio fingerprint. 5ec8ef588b
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